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Rapid population growth, bad governance and urbanization among other factors have 

contributed to the emergence of slums and informal settlements. Characterized by lack of 

secure tenure, informal infrastructural servicing, poor housing/ dilapidated structures, poor 

environmental and sanitation provision and high population densities, they offer low cost 

housing to a large urban population. In Nairobi city for example 60% of its 3 million urban 

population is housed in about 180 informal settlements and slums. With rapid urbanization 

and inadequate provision of affordable housing, the proliferation of slums and informal 

settlements in Kenya is inevitable (GoK, 2009).  To curb this, the Ministry of Housing in 

Kenya seeks to improve access to housing and basic services to urban poor as well as 

encourage integrated participatory approaches to slum upgrading.   

The Constitution of Kenya, bill of right article 42 provides for rights to clean and healthy 

environment and article 43 provides for equal economic and social rights to all citizens – 

access to adequate housing, clean and adequate water and health services - this provision 

guides the equitable access of services of all citizens. In response to the requirements of the 

Constitution, the Ministry of Housing and other related institutions have embarked on a 

collaborative policy formulation process. Currently the government of Kenya through 

respective line ministries is in the process of drafting and formulating the National Slum 

Upgrading and Prevention Policy (NSUPP) and Land Eviction and Resettlement Bill, to aid in 

prevention of slum reemergence and improve the living conditions of the communities 

within these informal settlements.  

The University of Nairobi together with a number of partners (UC Berkeley, AMT, SDI, MuST, 

PT, UN HABITAT e.t.c) have over the years engaged in collaborative research and 

participatory planning which has seen the production of various negotiated community-led 

informal settlement upgrading plans (Kosovo, Mathare Zonal Plan, Mabatini Settlement 

Upgrading). Work among the partners is carried out through action research, experimental 

learning and case study implementation of plans and proposals. Past plans have either 

focused on village by village or settlement by settlement initiatives. The ongoing policy 

formulation process by the Ministry of Housing provides a chance to this partnership to 

share lessons learnt over the years to inform the formulation of integrated municipal, 

county and national-scale slum upgrading policies. 

Every two years UC Berkeley and University of Nairobi hold Studios which are meant to 

expose students from various disciplines to real world planning issues as well as link 

planning theory and research to practice. The theme of the studios is always informed by 

ongoing collaboration works of the University, and the civil society. The Universities-Civil 

Society collaboration has been in existence for more than 5 years and has seen the 

production of various slum upgrading plans. This year’s policy studio seeks to contribute to 

the ongoing policy formulation process and especially to the National Slum Upgrading and 

FORWARD   
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Prevention Policy (NSUPP) and Land Eviction and Resettlement Bill by drawing from past 

studios and informal settlement works. 

The core aim of the 2013 Collaborative policy studio is to build on lessons from previous 

studios and informal settlement upgrading plans and projects (Mathare, Kibera, Mukuru, 

etc.), to inform the Country’s ongoing policy formulation process especially in regards to 

Slum Upgrading and Land rights. The Specific Objectives of the studio are: 

 To ensure that the needs and knowledge of slum dwellers, civil society organizations 

and other stakeholders are reflected in new national, county and municipal policies 

by providing a stakeholder dialogue/forum/seminar to share ideas and lessons with 

relevant government and slum policy formulation agencies.  

 To provide support and feedback to the formulation and implementation of the 

ongoing National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy (NSUPP) and Land Eviction 

and Resettlement Bill. 

The studio team (from UC Berkeley and University of Nairobi) together with partners held a 

series of stakeholder meetings (14th January – 18 January 2013) to help define specific areas 

of involvement and contribution. The policy studio will run from January to May 2013 and 

based on the stakeholder agreement may culminate in: a jointly issued memo or policy 

analysis with recommendations to relevant ministries, a social media campaign to raise 

awareness of the importance of the policy process, pilot implementation plans for specific 

informal settlements, municipalities or counties, and/or a curriculum to train professional 

planners in the implementation of the new policies. A partners’ workshop will be held in UC 

Berkeley in mid-April to share outputs of the policy studio and seminar process. This report 

therefore documents the outcome of the first stage of the policy studio capturing events 

held at various venues, meetings with key resource persons both within the government 

and private sector, site visits and studio team deliberations. These initial activities were 

hosted by University of Nairobi School of the Built Environment (ADD).  
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What is a policy studio? What does it entail? What will be the end result of this policy 

studio? How will it be done? These were some of the unresolved questions in the minds of 

the team participating in this policy studio especially at the start of the process. This “policy 

studio” would be another innovative approach by the collaborating teams towards 

contributing to the ongoing initiatives in slum upgrading and prevention and especially the 

ongoing policy initiatives by the government of Kenya in slum upgrading and prevention 

(National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy). Other than contributing towards the 

ongoing policy formulation process, it is also expected that outputs from this studio will 

enable monitoring of policy development stage by stage i.e. setting up milestones for policy 

development and a framework that can be modified across different countries. 

This report presents deliberations captured during various sessions and visits to different 

key institutions in addition to discussions ensuing from the interaction among the studio 

team. It further outlines the situation on the ground touching on projects already under 

implementation by various stakeholders. The report is divided into 5 key sections; Section 1 

on studio expectations, Section 2 on civil society and university forum, Section 3 on key 

resource persons/institutions forums, section 4 on site/field visits and Section 5 on studio 

team deliberations/way forward.  

Section1 outlines the studio expectation from various partners forming the studio team. 

Some of the expectations include the contribution this policy studio would make towards 

cementing the rather young and developing collaboration between universities and 

government in addition to buttressing the already existing collaborations between 

participating universities and civil society. The plight of informal settlements and more so 

the role collaborative initiatives play to ameliorate adverse conditions in these settlements 

emerged as another key expectation of this studio. The need for policy and the government 

to look at slums as an important part of city development contrary to current scenario 

where sufficient attention is not given to the settlements would therefore be reiterated by 

the proceedings of this studio. Lastly, this section defines what a policy studio is and its 

components.  

Sections 2, 3 and 4 generally speaking illustrate various initiatives that have been carried out 

by a number of stakeholders to ameliorate the adverse living conditions in informal 

settlements. Key among the stakeholders includes civil society groups, community 

members, the government and international organizations. From the various meetings and 

discussions it emerged that there are numerous initiatives toward slum upgrading. One of 

them is the UN Habitat global approach of getting different actors [local and global] on a 

platform to discuss housing issues with an aim of adequate shelter for all, the ideas 

generated are then expected to be transformed into a global housing policy. The others 

include the government’s participatory approaches in slum upgrading case of Kenya Slum 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
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Upgrading Programme [KENSUP], Kenya Informal Settlement Improvement Project and 

Korogocho Upgrading among others. What was cross cutting in these initiatives was the 

importance of participation and capacity building in sustainable slum upgrading. 

Key to sustainable slum upgrading and prevention is policy direction - the ongoing slum 

upgrading projects lack a guiding policy -there is no policy to guide slum upgrading in Kenya- 

which is a major factor in upgrading failure. This statement was supported by the Director of 

City Planning who noted that irrespective of the numerous actors and upgrading initiatives 

in the informal settlements, little has been achieved. She then called for concerted efforts in 

formulation of the policy and tackling the slum issue. The policy will be an important tool to 

guide the upgrading initiatives within the various slums. 

In addition, the population in urban areas as well as numbers to be housed is set to increase 

over the coming years; this therefore, calls for urban managers to rethink on ways of 

housing its urban population. Various options need to be explored and adjustments made 

over time if we are to adequately house the increasing urban population. From the forums 

the Director of KENSUP, Mr. Sikuku, talked of exploring low cost building materials as well as 

the provision of low cost housing by both the private and government, this was echoed by 

the UN Habitat team on the sustainable housing / green architecture concept. 

The last section (section 5) gives a summary of the deliberations that the studio team 

engaged in and the agreements for a way forward in terms of sharing of tasks for the 

remaining life of the studio. A six pronged approach was adopted as a possible way to 

organize the policy studio. These include: (a) Context that led up to this kind of policy and 

lessons from past experiences; (b) content of the policy: objectives, what does the policy 

say, where are the gaps? What does it include and whether that’s useful for achieving the 

objectives? (c) Process: reporting mechanism, who’s involved, transparency, impact 

assessment process of the policy (d) implementation process: who implements, what is the 

role of civil society, where are resources to come from, what is the role of local plans 

developed/in the process of preparation? (e) Indicators of success: what are the outcomes 

wanted for all urban poor – security of tenure, services, economic opportunities – and how 

do we work backwards from here to derive specific policy goals. (f) Who are the audiences 

and how do we want to access them?  
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From the onset of this studio, participants were sure of one thing that being an initiative 

never tried before by the collaborating partners, no one was absolutely sure of the nature, 

the ingredients or even the outcome of the studio. One thing that was clear in our minds was 

that by the end of the week, we shall have achieved sufficient clarity to push the studio to its 

successful conclusion. During the studio inaugural meeting therefore, team leaders from 

participating institutions outlined their expectations for the studio. The session moderator 

while welcoming the team leaders to speak said that this particular studio was not a project 

based studio, and that it would focus on policy making while taking into account previous 

projects carried out within informal settlements in Kenya. He further clarified that this studio 

was taking place in the background of ongoing policy initiatives by the government of Kenya 

in slum upgrading and prevention to which two studio team members (Prof. Ngau and Jane 

Weru) are members in the committees that are making these new policies. He underscored 

the need to determine from past learning and current policy what works, what doesn’t work 

and what impact it will have on livelihoods in addition to an investigation of what is possible 

for implementation. 

Emerging from the ensuing discussions was the fact that this policy studio would defiantly 

buttress the already existing collaborations between participating universities and civil 

society. Of much necessity though would be the contribution this policy studio would make 

towards cementing the rather young and developing collaboration between universities and 

government. Prof. Ngau while welcoming the studio team to the University of Nairobi, on 

behalf of the Dean of School, mentioned that in the past 5 years of collaboration, the Studio 

objective has always been to share derived learning and skills with the government, civil 

society, communities and development agencies. However, he indicated that such initiatives 

have always faced challenges especially from the government’s approach of keeping 

universities at “arm’s length” in the implementation of projects and programs. He gave an 

example of KISIP which was seen as a new model of participatory planning where NGOs and 

Universities could guide government policy and project implementation but the reality was 

different despite the original intentions of wide involvement of universities.  Currently 

though, he noted that the situation has improved as the government has in the resent past 

included various members of faculty from the university in policy formulation initiatives.   

The other emerging expectation from this studio was the role such a studio would 

contribute towards successful implementation of the Bill of Rights in the Kenya’s 

Constitution 2010 especially on access to affordable and adequate housing and a safe and 

clean environment. Probably based on her vast experience in matters of informal 

settlements and especially the rights of those in such settlements to access land and 

housing, Jane Weru (Director, AMT) pointed out that this studio would provide a platform 

for sharing of experiences and best practices that would be of great importance to ongoing 

policy initiatives in respect to land. From her point of view, one of the important changes in 

the Constitution has been to address issues of historical injustices and inequality in land 

Section 1: STUDIO EXPECTATIONS 
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distribution especially among communities in informal settlements. She said that this 

scenario was orchestrated by the then overriding presidential powers to allocate land at 

will; a duty that has now been delegated to a National Land Commission through an Act of 

parliament in conformity with the Constitution. She reiterated the fact that the civil society 

has been lobbying for a bill to stop evictions and that the government was not been keen for 

a long time on such a bill, until last year (2012) after outcry against evictions when a task 

force was constituted to make a bill to this effect – a process that is currently ongoing. On 

his part, Prof. Ngau noted that this studio would contribute towards the implementation of 

Kenya’s Constitution, through value addition on ongoing policy initiatives, which he referred 

to as being progressive and based on sustainable urbanization. 

Moreover, the plight of informal settlements and more so the role collaborative initiatives 

play to ameliorate adverse conditions in these settlements emerged as another key 

expectation of this studio. Irene Karanja who is the Director Muungano Support Trust was of 

the opinion that just as the previous studios where the universities have provided technical 

support to her organizations initiatives, this particular studio would not be any different in 

as far as providing solutions to informal settlement issues including tinkering with existing 

regulations, redefining new standards that can accurately reflect density among other issues 

is concerned. This opinion was based on her organizations experience in working with 

communities in the informal settlements. She reported that when Muungano first started 

working in Mathare, there were frequent clashes especially between communities and 

government over evictions and illegal water connection. Muungano stepped in to help 

organize community to negotiate with water and electricity service providers. She noted 

that savings scheme become the basis of organization: for setting up alternative economic 

basis, for mobilization and information gathering. Irene indicated that her organizations 

involvement in Mathare had created a number of opportunities i.e. Mathare was selected to 

be one of the initial beneficiaries of KISIP, but removed due to the complex tenure system 

existing there. Moreover the social capital arising from the well-organized community 

contributed to the pockets of tranquility1 within those villages that had been mobilized. 

Mr. Makau (Director, SDI) whose day job involves working with various civil societies in 

Uganda, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Liberia, South Africa, Kenya etc, reiterated the need for policy 

and the government to look at slums as an important part of city development contrary to 

current scenario where sufficient attention is not given to the settlements. To further stress 

his point, he noted that being an election year he had noticed that slums are not an election 

issue. Policy needed to be made on these issues that are not hot issues. In addition, he 

supposed that while civil society recognizes slums as a key issue and so are individual 

departments within government, but not at the national level and that while gender is seen 

nationally as an issue that needs affirmative action, there is no such recognition for informal 

                                                           
1
 Irene reported that during the post-election violence of 2008 arising from the disputed 2007 general election, 

there was little or no violence reported within those villages that they had worked with and implemented 
some projects. 
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settlements. Agreeing with Prof. Ngau’s proposition that the phenomena of proliferation of 

informal settlements is fast becoming synonymous to urbanization especially in the African 

context, Mr. Makau understood that perhaps, the issue is that this nature of urbanization is 

not recognized as a problem yet. This, he noted is contrary to the scenario across the global 

south, where urbanization with manifestation in urban poverty happens first and a few 

years later the issue is recognized and dealt with by governments. Prof. Ngau said that the 

challenges of urbanization in Nairobi are mainly witnessed in informal settlements with 60% 

of 3 million residents living in informal settlements and growing necessitating wider 

collaborating to understand why this trend in urbanization occurs. 

As the discussion on studio expectation came to an end, the overriding expectation was tied 

to the contribution such a studio will make towards not only the ongoing policy formulation 

process, but also monitoring policy development stage by stage i.e. setting up milestones 

for policy development and a framework that can be modified across different countries. It 

emerged that while civil society has been organizing informal settlements, there is no 

support from policy for any endeavors thus the need to have policy that can address 

evictions, upgrading and community land ownership. Prof. Jason, a Professor at UCB, 

indicated that the collaborating team can build from the lessons learned over the years from 

working and planning at the village level through community organization support and how 

they can be institutionalized in policy. On the subject of policy interventions, Jason had the 

following questions for participants to think about; How to measure impact of intervention, 

what evaluation methods/standards needed? What standards can be prepared and how? 

What existing regulations need to be tweaked or revamped to benefit communities in 

informal settlements? How does the existing partnership get institutionalized? How does 

policy incorporate dispute resolution between different actors and agencies? He saw this 

studio as providing a platform case studies learning from global initiatives e.g. Brazil’s Right 

to the City in addition to local case studies at small scale.  

Lastly, in attempting to define what a policy studio should entail, Prof. Jason took members 

through a tentative framework that entailed about seven stages for further reflection: First 

and foremost, he said, the studio should be a collaborative process that will analyze the pros 

and cons of an emerging policy issue; it is an opportunity to reflect and pursue the intended 

policy. The components of the studio should include: (a) Policy context – history, context, 

and lessons; (b) Content of policy – objectives and gaps – how do we analyze these 

comparatively? (c) Process of drafting and implementation – mechanisms e.t.c; (d) Impact 

Assessment on stakeholders – what method to use? (e) Implementation process – role of 

stakeholders, resources, framework for engagement; (f) Indicators of success – 

infrastructure, livelihoods; (g) Sharing of outputs.  
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Mr. Karisa (UON) on his part viewed the policy studio as incorporating three critical areas to 

focus on: Substance and area of emphasis of the bill, Issue of framework of how previous 

experience translates to how bill is formulated, enacted etc and Sustainability of this 

framework over long term. He indicated that there is need to critically evaluate past work 

and to identify gaps in learning/action – a task that squarely fall on the shoulders of the 

universities as a convener/mediator between various actors and as a repository of sorts 

where the lessons can be unpacked.  

Emerging issues  

 Policy should recognize and account for differences in urbanization in different cities. 

 What are some of the innovative ways of solving persistent problems in informal 

settlement key among them land tenure systems, provision of adequate housing etc 

 Need to comprehensively define key concepts including slum upgrading, slum 

eradication, slum prevention in terms of impacts and indicators therein 

 There should be a clear way of how universities can train planners to recognize 

informality and move them away 

from conventional notions of what 

planning is.  

 Need to articulate various 

dynamics of informal settlement 

and how they affect policy. Some of 

these have to do with how people in 

informal settlements perceive their 

situation as a permanent thing or as 

a transition situation and whether 

policy can accurately reflect these 

aspirations. 

 How to get government to 

work with informal settlement 

individuals i.e. make them step 

down from ivory towers? 

 

 

 

 

  

Policy Studio: refers to collaborative process 

in analyzing and making recommendations 

to an upcoming policy issue. Be upfront of 

the policy (as opposed to analyzing after 

policy is made).  

Components: (a) Context that led up to this 

kind of policy and lessons from past 

experiences; (b) content of the policy: 

objectives, what does the policy say, where 

are the gaps? What does it include and 

whether that’s useful for achieving the 

objectives? (c) Process: reporting 

mechanism, who’s involved, transparency, 

impact assessment process of the policy (d) 

implementation process: who implements, 

what is the role of civil society, where are 

resources to come from, what is the role of 

local plans developed/in the process of 

preparation? (e) Indicators of success: what 

are the outcomes wanted for all urban poor 

– security of tenure, services, economic 
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This forum was mainly organized to provide a platform for sharing experiences and 

initiatives currently being done by various civil societies to ameliorate the challenges faced 

by informal settlements in Kenya. A number of civil society groups were represented in this 

forum. They include; Akiba Mashinani Trust (AMT), Haki Jamii, Civil Society Urban 

Development Programme (CSUDP), Slum Dwellers International (SDI), Amnesty International, 

Umande Trust, Muungano wa Wanavijiji Support Trust (MuST), and Pamoja Trust (PT). This 

would help in giving perspective to the policy studio team in as far as discerning what works 

and what does not work.  

2.1. Akiba Mashinani Trust (AMT) 

AMT was represented by Ms. Jane Weru who is the Director. Jane’s presentation was on 

policy options for informal settlement upgrading programs. She did this by outlining the 

following challenges in informal settlement upgrading and prevention that policy should 

strive to address;  

a) Need to look at land tenure systems dynamics within informal settlements with 

emphasis on uncontested public land (land set aside for other public purpose) and 

contested public land (land on riparian reserves etc.). on private land she identified 

tenure challenges posed by lands in hands of 1st registered owners which she 

mentioned are easier to deal with since there are conditions that if land is not 

developed by specified time, the land can be repossessed by the state vis a vis land 

in hand of subsequent owners which are usually riddled with uncertainty on 

ownership. 

b) Planning and design: Jane indicated that there is need for innovative design of livable 

communities in face of high densities to ensure that there is least displacement. In 

addition to offering affordable housing, services and infrastructure. 

c) Challenge of Financing: in her opinion, policy drafters should take cognizance of 

public financing opportunities and private financing. On public finance, her concern 

was on the level of investment and for what level of infrastructure public finances 

are allocated to informal settlement programs while on private finance she raised 

issues such as; what products are available for construction of houses? How private 

sector/finance institutions perceives informal settlements. 

d) Management/organizational options: areas where she thought should be 

interrogated within the policy under this point included; organization methods in 

community, restrictions on titles, protections against gentrification yet not shut out 

the market i.e. sale of title, affordable professional services, keeping houses 

affordable i.e. mortgage payments cannot be more than rent being paid now. 

 

Section 2: CIVIL SOCIETY AND UNIVERSITY FORUM 
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2.2. Haki Jamii 

Haki Jamii was represented by Mr. Desire Njamwea who gave a presentation centered on 

the proposed Land Eviction and Resettlement Bill. In his presentation he enumerated the 

conditions and procedures for eviction to include; Court order for eviction and 21 days’ 

notice; Individual can file case challenging order and is entitled to legal aid/representation 

and that the challenge here is how to ensure legal representation to the poor. However, he 

took issue with cost implication of the suit especially if the challenge is not successful and 

the court orders him/he to pay legal costs? Court needs to take into consideration status 

and vulnerability of evictees; No eviction during night, bad weather, school exams and close 

to elections however no proper timeframe is outlined in the Bill; Eviction by state entity. 

State has to prove public interest in case of eviction. Person has to prove public interest 

does not get served by his/her eviction; Eviction to consider age of evictees, vulnerability, 

disability etc; Evictee has to be protected against loss of property (if something can’t be 

taken out during eviction).  

In detail therefore, Mr. Njamwea discussed an eleven point presentation detailing what he 

considered to be legal drafting issues that the Bill faces. His propositions were largely based 

on Section 7(b) & (c) of the Bill.  

1. This section does not state categorically who is to provide for an alternative. In its 

current wording, taking into consideration the purpose of the Bill, then it can be 

correctly argued that the person to give an alternative is the person seeking an 

eviction order. This is so because under B, that person will be telling the court that 

he cannot afford an alternative but he has rather adopted measures that he believes 

will reduce the adverse effects of the intended eviction.  

2. The argument that it is the government to provide an alternative gives way to other 

serious legal issues that may make the entire exercise too expensive on the tax 

payer. For instance, the proceedings for eviction order to do not contemplated 

enjoinment of the government. Whose duty will this be and at who’s cost? This will 

result into lengthy protracted court cases in which the tax payer might end up 

coughing a lot in terms of awards where valid right holders will claim from the 

government from its failure to protect property rights.  

3. The notion of alternative to be provided by the government means that other 

measures such as compulsory acquisition may be used to acquire the suit land. While 

this is an alternative, it somehow validates the argument that squatting will have 

been sealed as a legal act to which affected property owners can claim from the 

government albeit at a very high cost.  Is this the way to go? You can imagine a 

compensatory suit where legitimate property owner even claims loss of user and 

contemplated profits/revenue or benefits? 
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4. The Bill also does not define the parameters of the alternative to be given. What if its 

money consideration given as an alternative by the person seeking an eviction 

order? What amount of money would be sufficient to secure the right to housing for 

the evictee? If the alternative is another piece of land, is security of tenure of 

guaranteed to the evictee by either the private developer or the government? 

5. The Bill does not outlaw squatting which is understandable but again, but this 

debatable and quite contentious. Should squatting be outlawed so as to protect 

legitimate rights to property? What form would that outlawing take? Would it be 

different from trespass or would the penalties for trespass need to be reviewed or 

would we need to develop ingredients for a crime of squatting?  

6. Section 6 (2) talks of an eviction assessment. This is to be carried out by the person 

seeking an eviction order. Who is to compensate this person for the cost of this 

eviction assessment? The assessment is quite detailed hence it’s correct to imagine 

that it will be very expensive? 

7. Section 10 (6) provides for squatters who fail to comply with a notice issued to them 

by an organ of the state to pay costs of the proceedings. This provision is quite clear 

and explicit, the question is, what about those squatters served with the same notice 

by other organs or individuals other than a state organ and such notice is not 

complied with, will these individuals be entitled from plain reading of the statute to 

claim costs of the proceedings for failure to comply with such a notice? In other 

words, what is the rationale for a state organ claiming costs of the suits? 

8. The other side of argument 7 is that ordinarily, a party who loses a suit pays the cost, 

accordingly, evictees who lose contemplated court proceedings may end up paying 

the costs but can they afford to? It would mean that the person applying for an 

eviction order would want to hold on to the properties of the proposed evictees as 

security for payment of costs of the suit? How fair or rationale is that?   

9. Would it better to argue therefore that in this kind of proceedings, the law should 

outlaw penalizing squatters?? But then again, how does this lend credit to the 

argument that the Bill is legalizing squatting??   

10. The Bill does not provide for a requisite investigation into the validity or otherwise of 

the suit property were acquired? I think this would be a legitimate preliminary 

requirement during eviction order proceedings just as like squatters will be obliged 

to state the circumstances under which they ended up squatting on the suit 

property. This will give the court a better chance to balance public interest issues. 

11. The Bill does not link its purpose with the duty bearer that is the NLC (county 

governments) which has the duty of establishing and managing resettlement 
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schemes. I think the Bill should innovate a way that evictee are properly linked up 

with the duty bearers so that they are not rendered homeless. This will ensure that 

evictions do not contribute to further violation of human rights. 

2.3. Civil Society Urban Development Programme (CSUDP) 

CSUDP is a program that provides support to Civil Society Organizations and community 

members in 14 major cities in Kenya to among others prevent duplication of efforts by these 

organizations and to mobilize them nationally to fight a common course. This organization 

was represented by Fred who said “Briefcase NGOs without legitimacy, area of work etc. to 

be eliminated”. That their organization seeks to bring different legitimate CSOs and NGOs 

together to create a platform that can broaden discussion on development beyond the 

traditional few CSOs that work on this issue. Within each city, they have created a Local 

Urban Forum (LUF) that discusses development issues to drive urban development agenda. 

He pointed out that CSUDP played a consultative role in National Urban Development Policy 

creation process. They are therefore keen to use this model in contributing to the 

development of slum upgrading policy. CSUDP, it was clarified, is a facility not an 

organization, time bound program. Simply listing CSOs and mobilizing them is increasing 

power with municipalities. Some places city governments have institutionalized the 

participation of these organizations. 

2.4. Slum Dwellers International (SDI) 

Mr. Jack Makau representing SDI gave a presentation on financing options for informal 

settlement upgrading programs. He looked at financing options as including capital finance 

(money for purchasing and developing assets i.e. finance for infrastructure, housing, social 

infrastructure, employment opportunities) and process finance (money for mobilization, 

organization, design services etc). He indicated that the sources for both capital finance and 

process finance are: Community based: savings, microfinance etc; State finance: local vs. 

central government finance, through international organizations; Donor finance: bilateral 

government agreements, foundations; Private sector finance.  

Jack emphasized the aspect of “Quality finance” vs. “Anyhow finance” where he mentioned 

that all finance comes with conditions on sources, how procurement is done, accountability 

and other terms etc and that such terms determines how successful or otherwise an 

upgrading initiative will be. Thus being a critical variable (along with land) in determining 

success of upgrading informal settlements. He noted that some finance sources are so 

restrictive such that the preliminary logistics uses more money before delivery of the 

project hence the need for some measured flexibility. He concluded by saying that whether 

capital or process finance, the cardinal issue should be how much of it is community based 

finance to enable community to make decisions freely and implement the project.  
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2.5. Amnesty International 

Amnesty International was represented in the forum by Ms. Naomi Barasa who enumerated 

the work of Amnesty to include: Involved in issues of housing rights. Biggest responsibility is 

to ensure government meets its obligations for housing; Checking whether government 

implements its promises properly even when upgrading is not happening, elements of 

housing rights are complied with; Reminds government of being signatory to international 

agreements on housing thus ensuring that the government is faithful to its obligation with 

specific reference to informal settlements. Ms. Barasa outlined important aspects for 

intended slum upgrading and prevention policy to consider as including;  

a) Security of tenure 

b) Affordability: not just rents, but other aspects – expensive water, slumlord 

payments, opportunity costs due to terrible accessibility 

c) Accessibility: water (privately provided is high cost and no guarantees of safety) 

d) Genuine consultation with affected people: effective and clear participation in 

decision making process 

e) Inclusivity and non-discrimination: although large slums are huge proportion of 

population, not included in master plan and in its preparation. That resource 

allocation for slums not done.  

f) Accountability and access to information: government needs to be accountable in 

protecting rights, and explain why, if not happening. Information should also be 

accessible to all. 

g) Policy and legislation enactments that stop evictions 

2.6. Muungano wa Wanavijiji Support Trust (MuST) 

MuST was represented by Irene Karanja who gave a live example of informal settlements 

innovative solutions on contested land and against evictions. She gave the example of 

Railway land in Kibera where she reported that the people in Kibera could not leave due to 

access to employment from the nearby industrial area. MuST then did enumerations and 

spatial mapping of houses in the settlement thus assisting the government in finding 

solutions to the problem. She indicated that the government needed the land to expand the 

railway lines. Her organization proposed that 20 meters of railway reserve be given to the 

community and the 10,000 displaced to be accommodated in rebuilt houses. However, 

despite the ensuing negotiations, court cases among other conflicts proved to be a major 

challenge. The other example she gave was in Mombasa where her organization negotiated 

for the government to cede land to the community. Under this initiative, options of using 

private finance to get redevelopment were explored. For example the possibility of using 

part of the land to build hostels for students in the nearby university to cross subsidize rest 

of the upgrading process was explored. 
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2.7. Pamoja Trust (PT) 

Mr. Malachi who represented Pamoja Trust informed the forum that their organization has 

over the years contributed to informal settlement upgrading in a number of initiatives. He 

mentioned the experience with KISIP in Mombasa, Nakuru etc where though Government 

led, community participation is still high. He further talked about the in situ upgrading in 

Mathare and Huruma which he said are largely successful despite the process taking too 

long. The other lessons shared by Malachi were; (a) that upgrading slums through the 

settlement scheme (land is subdivided and handed over to individual slum dwellers) model 

faces a myriad of challenges i.e. once allotment letters are out, tenure holder sell out the 

land to third parties who are not intended beneficiaries. To prevent this, he suggested that 

there should be restrictions on sale and allotments should be canceled if such a case is 

discovered. Moreover, social tenure where tenants and owners together own stakes in a 

trust and tenure handed over to this trust by government can be another option; (b) that 

households living along services zones (sewer, power lines etc.) many a times volunteer to 

move after enumeration and unanimously approved decisions in community meetings, but 

only after alternate accommodation is provided. 

2.8. Emerging Issues  

 How does the studio team hone in on gaps and needs in the work civil society groups 

are already doing? How do we add value to this process? 

 The need for community response/participation in policy formulation and the 

methods of institutionalizing such participation so as to realize defined objectives. 

This could be done by practicing ‘Deep Democracy’ – processes of engagement, 

accountability and leadership of community members in the policy process, not just 

consultation. Hence extended participation across all stages, instead of a few. 

 The need for flexibility of policy – innovative ideas emerge in their context but policy 

washes out this difference/innovation. How to ensure flexibility/openness to 

innovation is ingrained in the process. 

 That policy and regulations are usually static in time thus the need to understand 

what’s working and not. How to think about dynamic rather than static policy then 

learning and adjusting policy along the way.  

 Land tenure seems to be the big issue, but so much focus on individual tenure a 

panacea to informal settlement eradication may not be true. Has slum upgrading 

been instrumental in diverting attention from public housing as a solution? If one is 

illegally occupying public land, why should they demand ownership of that land? 

Perceived tenure options should be exploited.   

 Community land taskforce looking at “communities of interest” – informal 

settlements seem to be these – and how are they defined, how are they organized 
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etc. Community land bill seeks to outline community ownership as a midway option 

– not individual ownership but security of tenure. 

 Policy needs to also institutionalize engagement and participation. Need to 

encourage (and not prevent!) slums for urban growth – people moving in from rural 

areas will still not be able to move into housing even with lot of public housing and 

needs a transition housing situation.  

 Issue of lack of affordable housing and services parallel to slum upgrading not being 

considered. Are parallel policies that deal with this issue being considered? 
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This collaborative policy studio also had as part of its agenda a number of interactions and 

meetings with key institutions that in one way or another have been involved in informal 

settlement upgrading and prevention initiatives. These institutions included; UN-HABITAT, 

Kenya Informal Settlement Improvement Program (KISIP) office, Ministry of Housing Slum 

Upgrading Department, City Council of Nairobi and Ministry of Local Government Urban 

Development Department (UDD). 

3.1. UN-HABITAT 

The United Nation Human Settlement Programme, UN HABITAT, is the UN agency for 

Human Settlement. It is mandated to promote sustainable developments in developing 

countries with a goal of providing adequate shelter for all. A number of thematic branches 

exist with the programme and are as follows:- Urban Planning and Design, Urban 

Legislature, Land and Governance, Urban Economy, Urban Basic Services Branch, Risk 

Reduction and Rehabilitation, Research and Capacity Building and Housing and Slum 

Upgrading. For the sake of the studio policy we made a date with the Housing Unit which is 

one of the units within the Housing and Slum Upgrading [HSU] branch. The others units in 

HSU branch includes the Slum Upgrading unit and Community Development unit.  Our aim 

was to learn on their global experiences on slum upgrading.  

The Housing unit specialization is on global housing policies, housing rights and legislature, 

green housing and housing finance, with an objective of mainstreaming sustainability in 

affordable housing and green building in developing countries. The functions of the unit 

include the following [1] carry out research i.e. profiling housing situations in different 

countries with an aimed at creating awareness on the existing housing situations and 

recommendations and Urban Migration trends within countries e.t.c. [2] offer advisory 

services to governments during policy formulation - based on their past researches they 

advise governments on possible reforms in housing policies, [3] Initiation of Housing rights 

programs [4] Initiation of Green buildings program with an aim promoting environmental 

sustainability among others [5] Assessing Housing financing policies 

Christophe and Sarah gave a presentation on Global Housing Strategy (GHS) which they 

mentioned is a worldwide movement championing for the need to shift housing theory to 

practice.  It presents a platform in which different actors, globally, regionally and locally, 

discuss housing issues. The emerging lessons and practices are to be consolidated to form a 

global policy document. The strategy is based on previous learning from a housing strategy 

devised in 1988. They work with NGOs, civil society, academic partners through the GHS 

with emphasis on community participation processes, social cohesion in cities, and 

equitable access to urban space. They reported that a participatory workshop was done in 

Mathare with some British university. This strategy therefore tries to tie up/form 

Section 3: KEY RESOURCE PERSONS/INSTITUTION FORUMS 
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partnerships on demand and supply side – align universities and NGOs and CBOs with 

private organizations that want to work in housing. 

On the Global Network for Sustainable Housing [GNSH], it was reported that it aims to 

contribute to the universal realization of the right to adequate housing at the same time 

mitigate the negative effects of climate change through development and implementation 

of sustainable affordable housing practices and programmes. Initially GNSH looked at 

environmental sustainability mainly “green architecture” but broadened it to make it more 

contextual. It incorporated the four pillars of sustainability: green housing, social, economic 

and cultural sustainability (Indigenous, vernacular housing/construction methods research). 

The network seeks to improve global exchange, partnership; advocacy and dialogue that 

specifically deal with housing in developing countries, promote community-led 

development and improve knowledge dissemination. It thus underscores the importance of 

scaling up “best practices” in developing countries.  

Participatory Slum Upgrading Unit is another key unit within UN-Habitat. This unit purposes 

to strengthen local, central and regional institutions and stakeholders in slums through use 

of good governance approaches, pilot projects and contributing where necessary to policy 

development. Further, it tries to “harmonize” government actions towards achieving MDGs 

in addition to encouraging Urban planning for efficient socio-economic transition in 

developing countries. The programme under this unit (Participatory Slum Upgrading 

Program – PSUP) targets to improve the living conditions of slum dwellers and improve the 

management of Urbanization in developing countries. PSUP is currently in 32 ACP countries 

across Africa (Ethiopia, Tanzania, Zambia and Senegal – participatory processes with PSUP 

support), some in Caribbean and Pacific island nations.  

Some of the lessons learnt include the need for advocacy at international and national 

levels, and lessons on action oriented approach to slum upgrading. For example, in Ecuador 

housing policy has subsidies for low income housing to private sector. Participation from 

private sector encouraged through design competitions and ministry of housing 

guiding/pushing private developers in “right” direction. On the other hand, some of the 

challenges experienced are in data collection methods and benchmarks determining, service 

provision and technical support that affect implementation. 

Emerging Issues 

 The Global housing Strategy promotes change in policy formulation, its approach in 

reaching out to the various stakeholders and have them contribute to the global 

housing policy to achieve adequate shelter for all.  

 As the world becomes more urbanized, countries need to rethink of ‘green 

architecture’ the Global Network for Sustainable Housing in UN Habitat aims at this. 

 Good governance coupled with guiding policies are important in achieving 

Sustainable Slum Upgrading.  
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3.2. Kenya Informal Settlement Improvement Program (KISIP) 

The main objective of the Kenya Informal Settlement Improvement Programme (KISIP) is to 

improve living conditions in informal settlements in selected municipalities in Kenya. This is 

to be achieved by enhancing security of tenure and improving infrastructure based on plans 

developed in consultation with the community. KISIP coordinating team sits at Ardhi House 

as its headquarters. The studio team visiting KISIP were hosted by Ms Peris Mang’ira who is 

the current director. She informed the meeting that in compliance with the Kenya 

Constitution, Kenya Vision 2030, and other related national policies and legislation, mainly 

the National Land Policy and the National Housing Policy, Lands Act, Land Registration Act, 

National Land Commission Act, and Environment and Land Court Act, a number of 

programmes and projects have been born to address urban challenges. Some of these 

initiatives include; Kenya Municipal Programme (KMP) under Local Government ministry, 

Kenya Informal Settlements Improvement Project (KISIP) under Lands and Housing 

ministries, and Nairobi Metropolitan Strategic Plan (NMSP) under the Metropolitan 

Ministry. 

Ms Mang’ira informed the studio team that KISIP is funded by a USD 165 million loan from 

the World Bank and focuses on 15 municipalities. Moreover, she said that, operationally 

KISIP is focused on about four intervention areas: (a) Enhancing Tenure Security - Mapping 

(physical and socio-economic), Planning, Issuance of letters of allotment, Survey, Issuance of 

titles; (b) Infrastructure, including Roads and pathways, Sanitation, Solid waste 

management, Street lighting, Vending platforms; (c) Planning for Urban growth 

incorporating policies, strategies, and guidelines, planning, development options, 

innovations (responsive to future housing demand),slum prevention; (d) Livelihoods 

incorporating local economy and Urban networks. 
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Ms Mang’ira (extreme left) conversing with some studio team members Kristen (middle) and Christina (extreme left) 

From her presentation the following key issues emerged; 

 That substantive area of concern includes relocation and resettlement, gender 

equity, environmental safeguards. 

 Various methodologies have been used by different organizations/agencies, hence 

the emergence of overlaps/conflicts and need for harmonization and that the need 

for co-ordination (to tap synergies) is a policy issue that can be tackled in the 

proposed NSUPP. 

 Legitimacy issue – there have been no express policy provisions to promote the 

programmes and projects; two initiatives ongoing: 

o National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy (Ministry of Housing) 

o Evictions and Resettlement Act (Ministry of Lands) 

 Capacity building is inadequate – needs to be spread out and sustained across 

various actors 

 KISIP seems to have adopted a “best-foot-forward” when it comes to resource 

commitment; it works with proactive municipalities, but also depending on the size 

of own kitty committed to the project…..does this approach promote equity? 

/equality? 
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 Representation of various groups and interests in the working groups is an emotive 

issue 

3.3. Ministry of Housing Slum Upgrading Department 

The Slum Upgrading Department in the Ministry of Housing is responsible for the 

implementation of the Kenya Slum Upgrading Programme (KENSUP). KENSUP’s objective is 

to improve the overall livelihoods of people living and working in slums through targeted 

interventions to address shelter, infrastructure services, land tenure and employment 

issues, as well as the impact of HIV/AIDS in slum settlements. The studio team was received 

by the director Mr. Charles Sikuku who informed us that though a program with timelines, 

KENSUP may stay longer due to the magnitude of the problem as about 6 million Kenyans 

currently live in slums countrywide. He further said that solving the problem of slums 

requires political will hence the inclusion of the president as patron of KENSUP. 

 
Mr. Charles Sikuku, Director Slum Upgrading 

 

Mr. Sikuku outlined Ministries that are concerned with implementation of KENSUP to 

include; Ministry of Lands, Ministry of Local Government, Ministry of Water, Ministry of 

Energy, Ministry of Cooperative Development, and Ministry of Housing. Other stakeholders 

include Settlement Executive Committees which are democratically elected by beneficiaries 

in a particular settlement. 

In tandem with KENSUP objectives, Mr. Sikuku reported that they have prepared a Slum 

Upgrading Implementation Strategy 2005-2020 (in line with the Millennium Development 

Goal target 7d, one of the 4 targets in goal 7 of MDG “Ensuring environmental 
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sustainability” target 11/7D “by 2020, to have achieved a significant improvement in the 

lives of at least 100 million slum-dwellers”) and a Finance Strategy which estimates the cost 

required to be about US$ 12 Million. So far KENSUP has implemented the following 

projects/activities; Empowerment programs; Infrastructure/service upgrading i.e. markets, 

street lighting, access roads, water, schools; Kibera Soweto program at 3 billion; 

Spearheading the preparation of the National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy 

(NSUPP) which they target to have a draft by June 2013. 

Emerging Issues 

 The KENSUP programme seeks to improve slum dwellers’ livelihoods. The numbers 

are approximately 6 million in the country. The targeted areas of intervention by the 

KENSUP programme include: employment, infrastructure services, land tenure and 

shelter 

 Stakeholders’ participation and political good will is compulsory for the sustainability 

of the project. Stakeholders in the KENSUP programme: Government ministries, 

communities [Settlement Executive Committees], private sectors & donor 

communities. 

 Another component to ensure sustainability is building capacity of the target 

communities. 

 Need to clearly underscore the political nature of slums and informal settlements in 

Kenya and the challenges such a scenario portends from any upgrading and 

prevention policy and/or initiatives 

3.4. City Council of Nairobi – Planning Department  

The city planning department within the City Council of Nairobi is mandated to plan and 

manage the city’s development with an overall goal of impelling sustainable development. 

The department functions include: - carrying out urban research/ surveys, formulation of 

guidelines and strategies to guide development, approving of development applications and 

developing strategies supporting informal settlements / economies towards sustainable 

formalization among others. The studio team met the Director of City Planning, Ms. Rose 

Muema, to discuss slum upgrading programmes and general planning of the city.  

Ms. Rose Muema started by noting that disorganization, traffic congestion, informal 

housing, poor solid waste management, pollution, among other characterize the city of 

Nairobi, however, measures have been undertaken to avert this. These city’s problems 

associated with poor planning date back to the colonial and post-independence era, this is a 

time that saw heavy population surge into the city in search for employment, causing 

crowding and strain on existing systems. The young government didn’t do much to address 

the problems till 1973 when a Growth Strategy for the city was developed. The Strategy was 

the very first plan prepared by the government with an aim of focusing growth/ 
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development in the city. It covered issues of population, land use, economics, housing, 

revenue and expenditure patterns. The plan envisaged government investment in 

infrastructure which was to spur development in Nairobi and its environs however, with no 

budget allocation/ funds, the plan was not implemented.  

In 2000 City Planning took a different course, the sectoral development, with the entry of 

the donors who aimed at propelling development in different sectors. The donor 

communities funded different sectors to develop independent Master Plans with minimal 

inter-sectoral coordination resulting into fragmented developments ‘piece meal’. This 

approach conversely, worsened the overall city planning since these sectoral plans were not 

guided by an overall master plan. To avert this problem, the local authority started 

developing local physical development plans within the city to consolidate development 

with no success. It is consequently against this backdrop that an intervention to develop an 

Integrated Master 2  Plan was pursued. The Master Plan, which is in line with the 

Constitution, aims at focusing and integrating coordinating development in the city. 

Ms. Muema further noted that informality in the City is due to the failure by government 

over the years to plan for the urban poor resulting to the emergence of informal 

settlements. These slums have grown in size and number, currently, the city has a total of 

300 slums which house over 60% of the city’s population. The Director noted that planning 

in the city has by design locked out the urban poor; provision of services e.g. solid waste 

management, street lighting, waste, sewerage and well maintained roads is done in the 

middle and high income zones in the city. Poor provision of infrastructure and services e.g. 

water, lighting, storm water drainages, roads/ access routes, sewerage and solid waste 

characterize the slums/ informal settlement. She however noted that there are some efforts 

and initiatives by the government to address the challenges of informal settlements; some 

of these include formulation of policies e.g. Urban Development Policy and National Slum 

Upgrading and Prevention Policy as well as set up programmes e.g. Kenya National Slum 

Upgrading Programme (KENSUP) and Kenya Informal Settlement Improvement Programme 

under the Ministry of Housing.  

The Director supported the National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy under 

formulation as it will be a tool to focus and coordinate upgrading in slums.  She pointed out 

that the lack of this guideline has seen many actors e.g. donors, civil societies and 

individuals work in the slums for many years with no much visible change. She commended 

the various works by the collaboration3 e.g. Mabatini Community-led Upgrading Plan, and 

said these plans could be used to inform the policies under formulation. 

                                                           
2
 Integrated Master Plan for Nairobi is currently being formulated by the Government  of Kenya [GOK] with 

funding from Japan International Cooperation Agency [JICA] 
3
 Universities and Civil Society Collaboration [University of Nairobi, University of California, Berkeley, 

Muungano Support Trust, Muungano wa Wanavijiji, & Slum Dwellers International]  
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The City Council of Nairobi (CCN) is also supporting the bridging of the urban divide; one 

project they have undertaken in the recent past is the Kambi Moto-Huruma Upgrading 

project done in collaboration with Pamoja Trust4and community members. The upgrading 

project included tenure regularization, planning for infrastructure, water, lighting and 

housing improvement with a goal of improved living condition for the urban poor. The 

community members were organized in saving groups and with the help of technocrats 

from Pamoja Trust and guided in plan preparation. Kambi Moto represents one of the 

successful cases of Community-led Slum Upgrading. Currently, CCN is supporting the KISIP 

projects in Nairobi city, of the 300 slums 10 slums were selected for infrastructure 

development, the 1st year will see improvements in 3 slums namely: - Soweto in Kayole, KCC 

in Kariobangi South. 

 
Ms. Rose Muema (fourth from left) Engaging in a Discussion with Studio Team at City Hall Boardroom 

Lastly, the Director talked about a City Master Plan which the Council is currently preparing. 

This, she noted, is an integrated Master Plan for the city with funding from the Japanese 

Government (JICA). The Master Plan will however, not incorporate detailed plans and 

programs for Informal Settlements within the city. The GoK has been given the task of 

dealing with planning for these informal settlements which occupy 5% of the city’s total 

                                                           
4
 Pamoja Trust is an Non-Governmental Organization working in slums in Kenya 
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area and house 75% of its population. With the exclusion of informal settlement in the plan 

it is not clear how this menace of informality will be handled in the city.  

Questions arising from the Director’s presentation: 

a) The KISIP programme projects are being implemented at Municipal level. We are 

seeing that 10 informal settlements were selected in Nairobi City. How was the 

selection done and what standards were used in the implementations?  

Answer:  

KISIP programme aims at improving the living standards of people living in the 

informal settlement with the numbers in slums in the city it was inevitable to pick a 

number of them for improvements. 

A total of 200 slums were surveyed, and for selection these slums were then 

subjected to a criterion. Some issues being sought included: - land ownership/ tenure, 

the population/ density and proximity to infrastructure e.g. water mains, sewerage 

e.t.c. among others. The criteria sought to pick a site which was close to 

infrastructure mains, would benefit large population and also one which other major 

works were on going. A total of 10 slums were selected for the first year of 

implementation.  

The standards for implementation were deliberated on by the respective councils 

selected for KISIP projects. After they advertised a call for proposal for consultants to 

do the infrastructure  

b) Statistics have it that 75% of Nairobi Residents are housed in the informal 

settlements, how is it that the Integrated Master Plan for Nairobi in formulation 

decides to lock out this population? 

Answer:  

The informal Settlements will need special programmes to provide detail plans for 

them. Initially KENSUP was tasked with providing comprehensive Informal Settlement 

Plans, but this changed to providing housing as a means to eradicate slums. The 

government of Kenya was asked by JICA (during the initiation of formulation of the 

Master Plan) to address the problems of informal settlements 

c) How will the Integrated Master Plan be implemented in the devolved way of 

governance? 

Answer:  
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Chapter 11 of Constitution provides for the structures of devolution and supportive 

laws are in place. 

d) For ease of governance how will the city be structured, will it have boroughs or 

have central rule? 

Answer:  

The city will have regions headed by a city manager, below the regions will be the 

constituencies headed by the members of parliament and then the Wards with Ward 

Representatives 

e) How long will the Master Plan Formulation take? 

Answer:  

The formulation process will take 15 months, from November 2012. It will take this 

short duration due to the reason that various Sectoral Master Plans and Zonal Plans 

have been prepared in the recent past and these will be consolidated to form the 

Integrated Master Plan for Nairobi City. 

3.5. Ministry of Local Government Urban Development Department (UDD) 

The studio team also had a meeting with the Director of Urban Development Department. 

Mr. Isack Mwingania represented the Director. Together with him were Mr. Miseda and 

Daniel who both are in charge of slum upgrading initiatives within the Department. The 

meeting started with Prof Ngau giving a brief introduction of the studio indicating that over 

the past 5 years the university has been carrying research in informal settlements – dealing 

with infrastructure i.e. water, in view to advice community on how infrastructure can be 

outlined within the informal settlement. Projects have been done in Mathare and Mabatini 

informal settlement. Professor added that this studio is now focusing on policy formulation 

in line with the ongoing NSUPP. He indicated that the policy studio team has started with 

data collection then the findings shall be shared with the government. He concluded by 

noting the importance of UDD in urban development in Kenya and especially their 

involvement in upgrading informal settlements such as Korogocho.  
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Studio Team Meeting at UDD Boardroom 

 

Mr. Mwingania informed us that this department is mandated to spearhead urban 

development in Kenya and currently they have developed a draft cabinet paper on urban 

development policy currently with the Kenyan cabinet. He indicated that initiatives in slums 

started long time with the Small Towns Development Plan Program funded by German 

Technical Aid (GTZ) which did pilot projects in in various areas. These areas included 

upgrading projects in Voi (Tanzania-bondeni), Kilifi (Mtaani Kisumu Ndongo), Olkalau and 

Marsabit. From these projects they developed guidelines referred to as Minimum 

Intervention Approach (MINA). These were shared with respective ministries and are 

accepted by the department as a guideline for slum upgrading initiatives. The guidelines are 

currently being used in the Korogocho upgrading among other community led projects. 

Korogocho upgrading is being funded through a debt swap between the Government of 

Kenya and Italian government.  

Mr. Miseda who is in charge of the Korogocho project reported that they work with 

community, CCN, Ministry of Housing, Ministry of Lands among other stakeholders. That 

Korogocho is 51 hectares and located in Kasarani area and that the project stared in 2005 

(negotiations) then implementation in 2008. The program was to take 2 years but has 
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delayed due to unforeseen challenges. He said that they have managed to do some projects 

i.e. developed a plan awaiting approval, build an access road, organized community to be 

more cohesive and to elect resident community leaders (48 number). The community 

leaders represent the people’s interest and incorporate structure owners, youths, women, 

tenants, village elders a total of six persons per village. On challenges, he noted that 

participation is a big challenge as it is time consuming and difficult to bring stakeholders 

together. Moreover, land tenure is still a major challenge as despite the fact that the 

settlement is on government land. Generally they aim at improving infrastructure, security 

of tenure and planning the settlement. 

The Ministry of Local Government through UDD is also undertaking digital mapping and 

preparation of Integrated Strategic Urban Development Plans (ISUDP) funded by 

Government of Kenya. The project stated five years ago with 5 towns. Later 7 more towns 

were included. It involves digital mapping (topographical and cadastral maps) then planning 

based on the maps. Currently UDD has started phase 3 of the project incorporating 9 areas 

(6 towns and 3 county councils). The program is outsourcing mapping and planning services 

to private consultants. They hope to start the next phase of 16 urban areas by February 

2013. The department has also got funding to do 15 bigger municipalities through Kenya 

Municipal Program funding by World Bank.  

Arising Questions and Responses; 

1. What is the type of tenure adopted by UDD on the Korogocho upgrading project? 

And what is your advice on how to solve the tenure issues in slum upgrading? 

Answer: 

Korogocho is government land other than about one hectare belonging to a school 

and a church. Land tenure adopted was a major issue during planning. Many people 

preferred individual tenure, however after much discussing a mixture of tenure was 

adopted – shared tenure among about 3-5 persons, individual ownership, scaled 

down CLT, based on the number of structure one owned and the location. They 

considered long term tenants (lived there 10 years and above) 

2. To what extent has the MINA guidelines been shared with other government 

ministries and adopted? 

Answer:  

Development process involved many stakeholders. They are not standers but an 

approach where government was to provide minimum services and infrastructure 

hence no need to be adopted by councils as a by law. Shared by government 

departments, various councils, and internationally even worn an award.  
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3. How successful has been the CLT case in Tanzania-bondeni? 

Answer: 

Various aspects of CLT have been adopted by other programs but they cannot 

measure the success rate of the project in Voi.  

4. What was the rationale of strictly abiding with minimum road size as per 

standards? 

Answer:  

The government did not intend to create another slum thus the need to go by the 

minimum access road size of 9 meters as per the country’s Physical Planning Act Cap 

286. This provision incorporates way leave for other service infrastructure such as 

drainage. 

5. Why were structure owners given first priority? Wasn’t then the principle of equity 

not adhered to? 

Answer:  

It was felt that structure owners over the years have played a major role in providing 

affordable housing to the poor. The structure owners thus argued that they are 

always willing to improve the housing units they provide to this market but are 

hindered by the insecure tenure. The need therefore to consider them was 

underscored and appreciated by the community members during their negotiations.  
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The core aim of the 2013 Collaborative policy studio and seminar was to build on lessons 

from previous studios and informal settlement upgrading plans and projects (Mathare, 

Kibera, Mukuru, etc.), to inform the Country’s on-going policy formulation process especially 

in regards to Slum Upgrading and Land rights. It is for this reason that excursions to the 

above named sites were necessary for a better understanding of the existing conditions on 

the ground. As per the studio program, field visits were done on day 1, day 2 and day 4 of 

the studio; 

 Day 1 covered the Mathare walk through, Kambi Moto meeting and the Korogocho 
drive through. 

 Day 2 covered a visit to Mukuru Kwa Njenga. 

 Day 4 was a visit to the Kibera decanting site Phase I and the Soweto on-going 
project decanting site 

Map 1 Location of Sites Visited 

 

  

Source: Authors Contract, 2013 

 

Section 4: SITE/FIELD VISITS 
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4.1. DAY 1 TOUR 

Day 1 tour was dedicated to the Eastern side of Nairobi city focusing on Mathare Informal 

settlement, Kambi-moto slum upgrading project in Huruma and Korogocho informal 

settlement. The trip started with a drive to Mathare from Y.M.C.A at the University of 

Nairobi through the West-End of the city. The view of the beautiful scenery from the 

museum hill to Pangani Thika Superhighway junction was evident with the presence of 

upcoming and complete architectural apartments and office blocks built along forest road. 

The rendezvous point at Mathare was Kosovo police line depot where we met our guides 

(four members of the community who are also part of the Muungano Federation). A brief 

introduction between our team and the community members was done at this point by the 

tour coordinator Mr. James Wanyoike (CURI) and Mr. Otieno (Chairman Muungano wa 

Wanavijiji, Kosovo).  

 

Map 2 Location of Sites Visited on Day 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Authors Contract, 2013 
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4.1.1. Mathare Walk-Through 

The Mathare settlement walkthrough started right after the introductions were done and 

the Chairman Mr. Otieno having given a brief background of the settlement. It commenced 

at the police line depot through Kosovo down to the footbridge crossing the river to Mau-

Mau road where a longitudinal route was adopted directing us towards Mathare 3B.  

 
Studio Team during the Mathare Settlement 

With the directives of the guides a number of things could be identified on the settlement 

such as the poor and congested road conditions, poor housing typologies and building 

materials, poor sanitation that could be reflected by the streaming down of water drains 

along the footpaths, dirt and openly discarded solid waste on the road and roadsides. Yet 

with all these negative aspects life seems to move on in the settlement where businesses 

thrived along the congested footpaths, a large populous having sit-downs at different social 

meeting points, upgraded water selling points with running water were visible and rampant 

noises on political campaigns could be had from a distance. At the boundary between village 

2 and the Mathare 3B, the Chairman asked us to exist since the ongoing political campaigns 

created an air of uncertainty on our security. The exit was at Juja road where we had a 

conclusion session and boarded the tour bus for our next destination point, Huruma Kambi-

Moto. 

Table 1 Lessons and Policy Implication 
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Mathare village. Lessons and Policy Implication 
 

Slum upgrading 
Approach 
 

Mathare upgrading approach has differed from village to village. Currently, 
majority of the initiatives have been directed towards service provision 
improvement especially on water and sanitation. Villages such as 4A had seen 
full housing and infrastructure upgrading interventions earlier through 
collaborative efforts between the community, NGO’s and the City Council. The 
current initiatives though are mostly externally driven either from an NGO or 
a political campaigner who wants to win the communities votes. Taking the 
case of Kosovo, the community has taken the initiative to engage the 
government and city council authority to secure tenure and plan for the 
improvement of the settlement. The land is owned by the government and 
therefore any upgrading initiatives require sanctioning by the authorities.   

Implications of existing 
Policy 
 

The land where Mathare village lies, is mostly Government/ Public land much 
of it falling under the Riparian reserve. Mathare has been under so many 
upgrading initiatives from various external forces which has eventually led to 
a split community that is not only ideologically divided, but also politically 
separated. The Community residing there is also diverse with a mix of various 
tribes who occupy different parts of the village. Improvement in infrastructure 
ensures that communities access basic services. Government policy on 
upgrading including the constitution should in this regard be enforced. 
Existing legal frameworks provide for improvement of services especially to 
those in slums. s 

Participation / Actors 
 

Mathare has many actors starting with the divided community members from 
different parts of the village. There are a number of CBO’s on the ground and 
women and youth self-help groups that have been involved in various projects 
such as sanitation and enterprising. Muungano Support Trust and Pamoja 
trust are one of the initial mobilisers of the communities in Mathare. There is 
community goodwill and readiness to upgrade. This is demonstrated by the 
working relations developed with stakeholders such as the Universities (local 
and foreign). The University of Nairobi for example has recently participated 
in the recently completed exercise on the preparation of a Mathare Zonal Plan 
that covered the entire village. Depending on the various projects handled 
over the years, various service providers have been brought on board, such as 
the NWSC for water points, KPLC for power distribution and even the City 
council of Nairobi on the provision of necessary infrastructure such as the 
roads and community facilities. The structure and land owners are important 
actors and have over time put up permanent buildings in place of the 
temporary structures.  

Sustainability 
 

Service provision projects have shown success by the fact that the service 
providers such as the NWSC provide the Water points and leave them under 
the management of the community through the CBO’s who are to collect the 
revenue as an enterprise. Evidence of earlier slum upgrading efforts in 
Mathare 4A are still visible with the paved wide roads that have now been 
encroached by businesses and the earlier house typologies that now have 
extensions hanging. The settlement has witnessed polarized interests where 
structure owners and youth led groups have immense control over resources 
and basic services. This complex dynamic has not made it easy for upgrading 
initiatives.  

Lessons for Policy Slum upgrading initiatives need to be organized and well-coordinated to 
prevent cases where the communities involved end-up divided and 
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4.1.2. Kambi Moto Meeting 

The reception at Kambi-Moto was warm from the Chairman of Muungano, Mr. David Irungu 

who received the team at the ongoing phase 4 end of the site. He directed us to the 

community’s social hall located at the phase 1 end of the site where we got a number of six 

extra community members waiting for us. The meeting started with brief introductions of 

the two teams and was presided over by Professor Peter Ngau from CURI, University of 

Nairobi and the Kambi-moto Chairman Mr. David Irungu. Prof. Ngau introduced the UCB 

team, UoN and MuST team and gave an introduction on our purpose at Kambi-Moto and 

this year’s joint studio. Later the Chairman led the meeting. The chairman introduced the 

community members first and asked one of the ladies to give a background of Kambi-moto 

and the upgrading project in general. The background given was in-depth and clearly 

showed how far the community members had come, their motivation to get this far and the 

extent they are planning to go to achieve their desired state.  

 demoralized. Be it the diverse Community, NGO’s, Political campaigners, 
Service providers or even the Government, coordination is a necessity for 
strong and sustainable interventions in an informal settlement.  The major 
challenge facing the settlement is gentrification. There is need for deliberate 
political action to stop gentrification and community displacement. 
Community leadership should protect land resources especially in zones 
considered prime urban land.  Policy therefore should take into account 
settlements under threat of gentrification by ensuring their tenure is secured.  
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Studio Team at the Kambi-Moto Upgrading Project Site 

A few points that could be highlighted were that Kambi-moto upgrading project was a 

necessity and came up after the community then received a number of eviction threats 

from the land that was government owned. There were actually a number of fire cases 

within the years of 2000 to 2003 that even led to the death of two young girls hence the 

name ‘Kambi-Moto’ (Camp of Fire). As the woman stated, the death of these two little girls 

built up emotions within the community to a point where they declared that enough was 

enough. With the help of AMT and Pamoja Trust at the time plans to upgrade the 

settlement were initiated by the community. They were able to approach the City Council of 

Nairobi to negotiate for a piece of land where Kambi-moto project now seats. 

 

Two more community members were allowed to speak on their experiences on the 

construction project and the saving scheme model and later a Q&A session was opened to 

the audience. Some of the challenges that had been faced by the project included the 

sourcing of funds, the mobilization and organization of community members, management 

of the savings and repayment of the loans, the acquisition of security of tenure of which was 

still ongoing with challenges even now since the change in the governorship within the city 

council. Finally, the meeting ended with a vote of thanks from Prof. Ngau on behalf of the 

studio team and a final walkthrough within the project phases to see the progress. 
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One of the Kambi-Moto Upgrading Project Beneficiaries Narrating the Project’s Background Information 

 

 

Table 2 Lessons and Policy Implication 
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4.1.3. Korogocho Drive-Through 

To end the day’s activities was a drive through Korogocho, another settlement facing almost 

the same challenges as the others but undergoing government initiated upgrading that is 

the KSUP (Korogocho Slum Upgrading Project) spearheaded by the Ministry of Local 

Government. Through a quick view we could notice the newly constructed tarmac road that 

was the main spine of the settlement. This road is constructed to standard; Wide enough 

Kambi Moto Upgrading Scheme. Lessons and Policy Implication 
 

Slum upgrading 
Approach 
 

This is a community led upgrading initiative. The Kambi-Moto community was 
mobilized by Pamoja Trust and Muungano (a slum community based 
organization) to save towards developing their own structures. The land 
where the settlement lies was allocated to the community by the City Council. 
The community in this case has secure tenure which guarantees them safety 
for their investments. The daily savings approach has enabled the community 
to mobilize enough to lend to other members yet to or in the process of 
constricting their structures 

Implications of existing 
Policy 
 

According to the City Council, the land where Kambi Moto was developed had 
initially been earmarked as parking for the neighboring residential areas.  
Prior to the new Kenyan Constitution, the settlement was viewed as illegal 
which exposed the residents to the risk of demolition by the council. With the 
new constitution in place, Kambi Moto residents have a right to basic 
infrastructure and services from the government and council 

Participation / Actors 
 

Muungano and Pamoja Trust mobilized the community and sourced 
additional funding from an external source to support the upgrading initiative. 
The community through elected leaders  played a big role in terms of 
organizing the residents as well as preparing them for planning and eventual 
construction of their own structures. The City Council was a key partner 
having owned the land where the settlement was located. A political decision 
was arrived at between the community and City Council to have the land 
allocated to the residents for purposes of home construction.  

Sustainability 
 

The community through the Muungano savings approach has taken up the 
responsibility of constructing their own structures. This process involves daily 
savings (less than 1 dollar a day) and training the residents in construction 
techniques. The outcomes include enhanced skill training and cheaper houses 
where residents meet the labour costs. The use of low cost building 
approaches further reduces the  costs and therefore offers residents with 
affordable housing infrastructure. The trained community artisans have been 
able to offer their skills outside the settlements which boosts their income. 

Lessons for Policy 
 

Community led initiatives offer a better solution to upgrading where 
communities are able to determine their housing needs and contribute 
progressively towards achieving the same. The government (central and local) 
should provide secure tenure avenues for communities within settlements. 
This will open the doors for both internal and even external interests to 
support slum upgrading. There is strength in numbers and therefore the 
government should look for ways to supplement community funds with long 
term financing.   
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(approx. 9mts) with the road side drains and walking lanes. One thing that was clear though, 

was the encroachment on the road by businesses and vendors who even had constructed 

their kiosks and operation points over the drain. From the community’s main office, we 

were able to view the spatial plans laid in place for the different villages in Korogocho. The 

model used was quite different from the ones adopted at Mathare and Kambi-Moto where 

the issue of landlords, structure owners and tenants was adopted as it were in the current 

situation. The idea behind this was to maintain the relations within the settlement and 

prevent the contest on land. Having finished the day’s work, the team was ready to get back 

to the university and close off the day. All in all the day was a success and actually quite fun 

for the visitors to have had such an experience. 

4.2. Day 2: Mukuru Kwa Njenga 

Day 2 was a visit to Mukuru kwa Njenga informal settlement located on the southern side of 

Nairobi city. Unlike Mathare, Kambi-Moto and Korogocho settlements; much of Mukuru 

kwa Njenga land is privately owned and is located next to the industrial area. To get to 

Mukuru kwa Njenga we encountered traffic along Mombasa road and Airport North road. 

The driver had to maneuver the jam in some areas by using through-estate routes. 

Map 3 Location of Site Visited on Day 2 

 

 Source: Authors Contract, 2013 
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The meeting point for this tour was at the Muungano wa Wanavijiji main office at Sisal 

village, Mukuru. We were received by the Chairman Mr. Robert, the secretary Madam Ann, 

MuST representative Mr. Mwendwa and two other community youth members. A short 

meeting was held at the office where the introductions were done. The chairman gave a 

brief background of Mukuru kwa Njenga on how the settlement started with the settling of 

industry workers on idle land with some of the pioneers of the settlement being Mzee 

Njenga. He also talked about the current eviction threats that have led to some of the 

villages facing demolition and construction of tenements and more permanent structures. 

He raised the issue of the frustration the community in Mukuru is facing with the struggle to 

get security of tenure by going to court and even trying to approach the real land owners 

who have been absent for many of the years past. 

 
Studio Team Members interacting with Some of the Mukuru Kwa Njenga Community Members 

 

With all this efforts he indicated that they have had some success in buying some piece of 

land that is around 23 acres of which they’ve called the Greenfields. The Greenfields will be 

the base where they will carry out their first community led upgrading project. As at now 

the plans are in place and the sourcing of funds to start construction are underway. The 

model to be used will be like that of Kambi-Moto where the community does savings and 
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then sources a loan from donors and begins construction in phases. Later, one of the studio 

team members, Madam Zeltia Gonzalez, was requested to give a brief explanation on the 

rapid survey of Mukuru kwa Njenga that was done by CURI in collaboration with AMT and 

MuST. She gave a preview of the proposals made for the 23 acres of land and how many 

people it may accommodate. She eloquently and in detail explained the findings on the 

social, economic and environmental aspects touching on the project. 

After the meeting, the Chairman Mr. Robert and the guides took us through the settlement 

from the Greenfields site to the edge of Mukuru at Zone 48 village (AA stage). 

Table 3 Lessons and Policy Implication 

Mukuru Kwa Njenga. Lessons and Policy Implication 
 

Slum upgrading 
Approach 
 

This is to be a community led upgrading initiative where the community is 
aiming at actualizing the Kambi-moto upgrading model. According to the 
Muungano chairman, the 23 acres of land ‘Greenfields’ was purchased 
through saving by community members and financial support from AMT. The 
mobilization was done by Muungano Support Trust. Community mobilization 
of funds which will be used to leverage funding from external sources 

Implications of existing 
Policy 
 

According to the land search and the 1982 structure plan, the land where 
Mukuru Kwa Njenga was developed is purely private land zoned as Industrial 
unlike the case of Mathare and Kambi-Moto settlements. The ownership of 
that land is under highly ‘prestigious’ individuals and companies such as the 
Chandaria family and Orbit chemicals. With the new constitution in place, 
Mukuru residents have a right to basic infrastructure and services from the 
government and the local authorities. The government should provide 
support to communities or groups that have through self-initiative mobilized 
resources (land or capital) to develop shelter and related infrastructure. The 
housing policy in particular should develop a revolving fund framework to 
support community led initiatives  

Participation / Actors 
 

In light of the recent evictions that faced the residents of the area, the 
community has mobilized with the help of Muungano Support Trust (MuST) 
and sourced additional funding from external sources such as AMT to support 
their upgrading initiative. The community has appointed chairmen by the  
elders in conjunction with the chief and youth leaders who play have a role of 
organizing the residents as well as preparing them for any development 
exercises. The private land owners are key stakeholders in Mukuru where it is 
expected the community through Muungano will negotiate with them to 
facilitate land transfer.  

Sustainability 
 

The community through the Muungano savings approach has taken up the 
responsibility of saving and buying their own land to secure tenure. The 
process involves daily savings currently but aims to get to the construction 
and building level of their houses. The possibility of abuse or corruption is 
minimal since the community is fully aware of who has contributed towards 
the purchase of land and ultimately who will benefit. The daily savings 
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4.3. Day 4: Kibera Decanting Site and Soweto Phase I 

On this day we were visiting Kibera Slums located Southwest of Nairobi, a distance of 5 Km 

from the city centre. Our main interests were the Kibera decanting and pilot project site in 

Kibera Soweto East. We left the Ministry of Housing KENSUP offices in Protection House for 

Kibera at around 11 am, accompanying us were two Ministry of Housing officers Mr. Jackson 

Mutua and Mr. James Maleta (officer in charge of the decanting site) who were to be our 

guides. The drive along the Langata road to Kibera Slums was a good opportunity for us all 

to appreciate the dynamics of Nairobi’s Southwest developments.  

Table 4 Kibera Decanting Site Rent & Utility Cost Summary 

 Previously  Currently 

Number of Units 600 [3 roomed units] 600 [3 roomed units] 

Types of the Units  3 roomed   3 roomed  

Rent per month  Kshs. 500 per room Kshs. 1000 

Utilities  Water  200  Inclusive of the rent  

Electricity 300 Prepaid meters 

installed in the units  

Garbage  Inclusive in the rent  Inclusive in the rent 

Total Cost   Kshs. 1000 Kshs. 1000 

Source: Authors Contract, 2013 

 

approach is compatible with low income earners who form a large number of 
the potential beneficiaries.   

Lessons for Policy 
 

Community led initiatives are hard to initialize especially when dealing with 
extremely contested land such as the Mukuru area land that holds high value 
as industrial land and is prime with its location being along the Mombasa 
Road (A highway) in proximity to Nairobi CBD and the Airport. The case 
presents an potential example for negotiated approach towards upgrading 
where private entities and communities come together to resolve land 
tenure. 
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We arrived at the decanting site some minutes past midday. Our first stop was at the 

estate’s offices which also houses an information technology center. The information centre 

offers training in information technology to the residents of Kibera, it was good to note that 

the prices were quite subsided to encourage the young and old to come and train with 

them. After some few minutes with the tutors and students we assembled for introduction 

session. Our guide Mr. Maleta introduced us to his team at the Estate office. After 

introduction the Estate Manager gave us a brief on the operations and management of the 

decanting site. We were informed that the site has a total of 600 units. Each unit has 3 

rooms, a common kitchen and washing area (bathroom and toilet). In total the units house 

approximately 1,500 households.  

He also informed that the people living here had been moved from Kibera Soweto east zone 

A (KENSUP pilot project site) which is 8 km from the estate and that they were going to go 

back upon completion of the houses. The new houses will be mortgaged to the residents at 

the following rates Kshs. 900,000 for a 3 roomed house, 2 roomed at Kshs. 600,000 and 

single roomed at Kshs 400,000, he pointed out that before occupation the tenant will be 

required to have paid at least 10% of the total cost and the reminder in 15 years after which 

one would own the house. For easy management of the operations in the estate each block 

has a block manager who ensures order and follows up on utilities and rents payments. He 

noted that they have continued to encourage the residents to keep on saving with their 

cooperatives to secure houses in the new site. 

After this session we headed to one of the blocks within the estate were the show room, a 

fully furnished 3 roomed house, was located. It was amazing to see the organization and use 

of space within an individual unit. At this point we had an opportunity to see the larger 

Kibera slum from an aerial view; on our way downstairs we passed by a fully occupied unit 

which had one family living in the 3 rooms.  A 

new dimension on use of space came up as one 

room had flexible use, used as day care during 

the day and a dormitory at night. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soweto Phase I Housing Project  
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A View of the Kibera Decanting Site 

 

After our tour we assembled in front of the estate office shortly and started off to the Pilot 

Project Site which took us 20 minutes. We were welcomed and directed to the meeting 

room. In the meeting room the various house designs and site layout plan were well 

displayed, we took time to skim through the designs as well as take photographs. In not so 

long we were guided through the site, our first stop was on a block with the single rooms, 

then the 2 roomed and lastly 3 roomed. The use of space was well thought and as planning 

students we had a lot of comments to make to that respect. At around 3.30 pm we were 

had a short meeting to thank our guides and we headed back to the YMCA. 

Table 5 Lessons and Policy Implication 
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Kibera decanting site & KENSUP Pilot Project Soweto East. Lessons and Policy Implication 
 

Slum upgrading 
Approach 
 

This is a Government led upgrading initiative.  The upgrading is headed by 
Ministry of Housing through the KENSUP programme. An enumeration was 
done at the inception as well as mobilizing the residents into saving groups.    
A decanting site was set up to temporarily house residents whose structures 
have been pulled down to give way to high raise flats. The high raised flats are 
being constructed by contractors contracted by government.    

Implications of existing 
Policy 
 

The government has taken up the responsibility of providing housing 
alternative although this may be an expensive approach compared to others 
reviewed before it is in line with the constitution provisions. The residents 
have a right to decent housing and basic infrastructural facilities (water, 
sanitation, clean environment e.t.c.)  
 

Participation / Actors 
 

The project partners include UN HABITAT, Cities Alliance and Government of 
Kenya. The internal players in the government includes: the local authorities, 
NGOs, private sector, relevant government ministries and the residents.  
 
The construction is through a contract, the contract requires the contractor to 
have local labor on site hence offering employment to the residents.  

Sustainability 
 

The skill transfer in the upgrading is limited since the construction is done by 
companies contracted by government with local skilled laborers. The 
upgraded houses risk invasion from the middle-income groups (not intended 
beneficiaries) due to its cost. The loss of social and economic base by 
residents would push them to sell the houses and move to other slums. 
 

Lessons for Policy 
 

1] Large scale upgrading may be possible with government support 
2] Government resources may be used to support community initiatives and 
bring them to scale to cater for a larger section of the communities involved. 
3] Strong community participation guarantees project success 
4] Rethink low cost housing in urban areas by government and private sector  
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After the weeks engagements and field visits the studio team took time to reflect, gauge 

and brainstorm on the possible ways of spearheading the studio to its successful 

completion.  A proposal to have the studio looked at in seven categories was put forward. 

These include: - context, content, process, impacts, implementation and outputs. The 

following paragraphs explain what was proposed to be included in each category. Table 2 

also summarizes this proposed framework.  

Context: this category will focus on setting behind the formation of the National Slum 

Upgrading and Prevention Policy. The context will include issues of historical injustices, lack 

of policies for slum improvements, the lack of land security, housing, infrastructure not to 

mention lack of coordination in slum upgrading plans and the lack of capacity to implement 

upgrading plans within informal settlements are some issues that inform the formation of 

the Kenya National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy (NSUPP). Other issues to be 

looked at will include the historical evolution of policies in support of slum upgrading, 

various attempts of upgrading and case studies of good practice. This will be tied with our 

studio by looking at the context of our collaboration to include all projects done in the 

respective levels (village to settlement plans) and then current focus on the policies. This 

support in policy formulation will be an avenue to inform the process based on the team 

expertise acquired over time. 

The Content: this category will focus on an in-depth understanding of what is contained in 

the NSUPP. The policy outlines 7 thematic areas which include: - legal framework, 

governance and institutions, infrastructure and services, land tenure and administration, 

housing and shelter, planning, development control and environment, safety and security 

and social economic factors. Clear understanding of what has been done will enable us be 

better placed to make suggestions based on our expertise. 

Process of Policy Formulation: this category will highlight on the process of policy 

formulation then compare this to what is happening in the country. We will need to 

highlight the terms that have been constituted and the legal process that has been followed. 

Impacts: this category will look at the influence policy will have on the population and 

various sectors in the informal settlements, towns and cities in the country. Questions of 

who will be affected? Which sectors? In what ways will the population and sectors be 

affected to be addressed.  

Implementation: this category will look at how the policy will be executed. Who will 

participate and what role will each play and how these actors will be coordinated. The 

implementation process should be all inclusive of the various stakeholders in the informal 

settlement with clear specified roles for each actor. Another aspect it will cover will be how 

the local plans will be drafted and implemented. 

Section 5: STUDIO TEAM DELIBERATIONS – WAY FORWARD 
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Indicators: this category will address the pointers for the process of implementation. In our 

endeavor to improve informal settlement quality of life we will need to understand what a 

healthy livable city entails. With this in mind, we shall develop indicators to measure success 

in implementing the policies. The pointers should be time bound and measurable. Another 

important thing will be on policy flexibility; how often will the policy be revised considering 

that we live in an ever changing environment. The policy will need to be revised to address 

the dynamic aspect of our environment. 

Outputs: this section will include the studio products and ways of dissemination. 

Suggestions for workshops were put across. This option will need to be explored to see how 

we can get to engage more civil societies and government ministries during this process of 

policy formulation. In addition think of ways to make the outputs more informative to the 

communities living in informal settlements. 
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Table 6 Policy Studio Framework 

CONTEXT CONTENT PROCESS IMPACTS IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS OUTPUTS/DOCUMENTATION 
 

What are the existing 
policies? 

What has already been 
drafted? 

What is the 
drafting 
process? 

Who is 
impacted? 

Need for 
coordination 
between multiple 
actors/stakeholders 

How to measure 
success? 

Workshop in April? 

Evolution of policies 
towards informal 
settlements 

Define different inclusive 
categories of slums in 
Kenya, policy approaches 
these separately 

Data 
collection 
through 
democratic 
means 

In what ways? Who participates in 
implementation? 

Quantitative 
indicators? 

What are different formats 
and outputs that best suit our 
'client'? 

Decentralization of 
power taking into 
account unfamiliarity 
of population with the 
idea of devolution 

Physical jurisdiction of 
slums 

How is it 
happening? 

What sectors 
are affected? 

Financial methods 
for implementation 

Temporal 
indicators? 

Document that can be used to 
inform any policy process? 

Differences across 
cities 

Redefine idea of 
prevention? 

What terms 
have been 
constituted? 

 Institutional 
mechanism 

How to account for 
flexibility? 

Document about studio based 
on the same 7 parameters in 
Row 1 

Right to the city 
argument. Could be 
combined with next 
cell (B7) 

Timeline/framework of 
documenting informal 
settlements at regular 
intervals, includes CSOs 
and communities in 
mapping 

What legal 
steps are 
being 
followed? 

    Not possible to 
evaluate without 
initial 
documentation/atlas 
of all informal 
settlements 

Workplan 

Evaluate different 
forms of "prevention" 
of slums, comments on 
them to principles of 
constitution 

Spatial mapping as a 
fundamental 
milestone/component of 
any intervention 

    How to share with people in 
charge? Directly or through 
civil society groups? 

Adequacy of seven 
thematic groups? 

          The product needs to be 
distilled for academic/civil 
society group team to use in 
talks at different milestones of 
procession to enactment - 
task force, cabinet committee, 
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parliamentary committee etc.  

Comparative policies in 
different contexts 

     Website/online format of 
information dissemination 

Colonial legacy           Set of global 
recommendations for civil 
society groups across selected 
thematic areas with same 
structure? Use case studies to 
identify how specific 
challenges were met? 

Lessons from other 
progressive 
constitutions: Brazil, 
South Africa for 
example 

     Conceptual Studio Report: 
first draft of objectives, 
problems to address, 
methodology of work, 
expected output, work plan. 
Due 2 weeks 

Summary/relevant 
things from new 
constitution 

          Second Report: purpose, 
organize notes under 
headings, proceedings, 
consolidate activities, lessons 
during field work, 
recommendations 

CONTEXT CONTENT PROCESS IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT 

IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS OUTCOMES 
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APPENDIXES  

Appendix 1: COLLABORATIVE POLICY STUDIO PROGRAM 12th -20th January 2012 

TIME  ACTIVITY/ TASK  

 

Saturday UCB Arrival 

Sunday Free Day- Briefing on the weeks program-Dr. Mbathi and Olale 

Monday 14th January 2013 

8.30 – 9.00 am Arrival and Registration  

9.00 – 10:00 am  
 
 

Welcome Remarks / Introduction /Collaboration Background 
Prof Peter M Ngau – University of Nairobi [UoN] 
Ms. Jane Weru – Akiba Mashinani Trust [AMT] 
Ms. Irene Karanja – Muungano Support Trust [MuST] 
Mr. Jack Makau – Slum Dwellers International [SDI] 
Prof. Jason Corburn – University of California Berkeley [UCB] 
Studio Program 
Session Moderator – Dr. Musyimi  Mbathi [UoN) 

10.00 – 10.30 am Tea Break YMCA 

10.30 – 12.30 pm Ongoing Policy Formulation, Studio Goals and  Expectations  
Overview of ongoing Slum Upgrading Policies –Challenges and 
Opportunities  (Prof Ngau and Ms Jane Weru) 
Studio Expectations 
University of Nairobi [UoN] – Prof. P.Ngau, Dr. Mbathi & Mr. Karisa 
University of California Berkeley [UCB] team – Prof Jason Corburn/Keziah 
Civil societies: [ AMT, SDI & MUST] – Ms. Jane Weru & Ms. Irene Karanja  
Short Q/A 
Session Moderator – Mr. Charles Karisa [UoN] & Mr. Jack Makau  
Rapporteur –Olale/Siddharth 

12.30 – 1.15 Lunch YMCA 

1.15 – 1.45 pm  Journey to Mathare Slums 

2.00 – 3.00 pm  Meeting with the Mathare Muungano wa Wanavijiji  
Walk through Mathare Slums  
Short Q/A 
Session Moderator – Mr. Joseph Kimani [MuST]/Edwin Simiyu 
Rapporteur-Jacinta/Keziah  

3.00 – 4.30 pm  Journey to Huruma  
Meeting with Kambi Moto Community  
Drive through Korogocho slums 
 
Short Q/A 
Session Moderator –  Waithaka [PT} 
Rapporteur-Jacinta/Keziah 

5.00 – 5.30 pm Back to YMCA 
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7:00-8:00 pm Review of Days Activities 

Tuesday 15th January 2013 

8.00 – 8.30 am  Journey to UN Habitat Gigiri from YMCA 

9.00 – 12.00 am  Meeting with Habitat Officials 
Short Q/A 
Session Moderator – Prof. Jason Corburn (UCB) 
Rapporteur-Christina/Siddharth 

12.00 – 1. 30 pm  Lunch Break  

1.30 – 2.00 pm  Journey to Mukuru Slums   

2.00 pm – 4.30 pm  Meeting Mukuru Kwa Njenga community members  
Short Q/A 
Session Moderator – Mr. Joseph Kimani [MuST]/Zeltia (UoN) 
Rapporteur-Christina/Keziah 

5.00 – 5.30 pm  Back to YMCA 

7:00-8:00 pm Review of Days Activities 

Wednesday 16th January 2013 

8.00 – 8.30 am  Journey to World Banks Offices  

9.00 – 10.00 am  Meeting with World Bank Officials /KISIP    
Short Q/A 
Session Moderator – Prof Peter M Ngau – [UoN] 
Rapporteur-Keziah/Olale/Jane Wairutu 

10.30 – 12.00 am Visit to KISIP  
Session Moderator – Prof Peter M Ngau – [UoN] 
Rapporteur-Keziah/Olale/ Jane Wairutu 
Short Q/A 

12.00 – 1. 00 pm  Lunch at the YMCA  

2.00 – 4.30 pm  Civil Society/University  Forum  
Ms. Jane Weru [AMT] 
Policy options for informal settlement upgrading programs  
Mr. Dissent [Haki Jamii]  
Analysis of the proposed Land Eviction and Resettlement Bill. 
George Wesonga [CSUDP] 
Discussion on the National Slum Upgrading and Prevention Policy 
Mr. Jack Makau [SDI] 
Financing options for informal settlement upgrading programs 
Paul Chege (Practical Action) Prof. Kairu (MajinaUfanisi), Ms Naomi 
Barasa (Amnesty International) Josiah Omotto (Umande Trust), Ms. Irene 
Karanja (MuST),Malachi (Pamoja Trust) 
Existing models for informal settlement upgrading in Kenya-challenges, 
opportunities and Lessons 
 
Community Representative 
Impact of existing upgrading programs on beneficiaries 
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Kituo Cha Sheria/Haki Jamii- Legal Issues in Slum upgrading and Land 
Tenure options 
Prof. Jason- University of California Berkeley [UCB] 
Ms Hellen Nzainga- University of Nairobi 
Prof. Ngau- University of Nairobi 
Plenary/Q&A  
Session Moderator -Dr. Luke Obala 
Rapporteur- Olale/Siddharth/David Mathenge 

4:30-5:00 pm Tea Break 

5:00-7:00 pm Consolidation of Forum outcomes (UCB and UoN) 

Thursday 17th January 2013 

8.00 – 8.30 am  Journey to Ministry of Housing from YMCA 

9.00 – 11.00 am  Meeting with Ministry of Housing Officials – Director of Slum Upgrading – 
Charles Sikuku 
Session Moderator – Prof Peter M Ngau  [UoN) 
Rapporteur-Mark/Olale 

12.00 – 12.30 pm  Short Lunch Break  

12.30 – 1.30 pm Journey to Kibera Informal Settlement  

1.30 – 4.30 pm  Visit Kibera Decanting site – Ministry of Housing (MoH) 
Visit Soweto East Project 
Session Coordinator - Mr. Joseph Kimani [MuST] & (MOH) 
Rapporteur-Mark/James 

5.00 – 5.30 pm  Back to YMCA/ Hotel 

6:00- 7:00 Pm Review of Days Activities 

Friday 18th January 2013 

8.00 – 8.30 am  Journey to City Council of Nairobi Offices from YMCA 

9.00 – 11.00 am  Meeting with Director for City Planning  
Short Q/ A 
Session Moderator - Dr. Musyimi  Mbathi [UoN] 
Rapporteur-Melody/Christina/ Jacinta  

11:00 -12:00 UDD Meeting – Mr. Patrick Adolwa 

12.00 – 1.30 pm  Lunch break / walk to YMCA 

1.30 – 4.30 pm  All partners Meeting / debriefing and the way forward,  
Session Moderator –Prof Ngau, Prof Jason, Ms. Jane Weru [AMT]  
Rapporteur- Jacinta/Kristine/Simiyu 

5.00 – 7.00 pm  Review of Days Activities 

Saturday 19th January 2013 Free day – Lake Nakuru National Park  

Sunday 20th January 2013 UCB Team Travel 
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Appendix 2: STUDIO TEAM MEMBERS 

 

NO. NAME 

INSTITUTION/ 

ORGANIZATION EMAIL ADDRESS 

1.  Prof Peter M Ngau UoN pngau@uonbi.ac.ke, peterngau@gmail.com 

2.  Dr. Musyimi Mbathi UoN musyimimm@hotmail.com, mbathi@uonbi.ac.ke 

3.  Mr. Charles Karisa UoN sanita425@gmail.com, charles.karisa@uonbi.ac.ke 

4.  Prof Jason Corburn UCB jcorburn@berkeley.edu 

5.  Ms. Keziah Mwelu UCB mwelukeziah@yahoo.co.uk 

6.  Ms. Christina Gossmann UCB christinagossmann@berkeley.edu 

7.  Ms. Kristen Johnson UCB kristen.johnson@berkeley.edu 

8.  Ms. Melody Tulier UCB melody.tulier@gmail.com 

9.  Mr. Siddharth Nadkarny UCB siddharth.nadkarny@berkeley.edu 

10.  Mr. Mark Anderson UCB mark.anderson@berkeley.edu 

11.  Ms. Jacinta M Mbilo UoN jacintambilo@gmail.com 

12.  Mr. Philip Olale UoN olalephilip@yahoo.com 

13.  Mr. James Wanyoike UoN jamesnyoike88@gmail.com 

14.  Mr. Jack Makau SDI jackmakau@sdinet.org 

15.  Ms. Jane Weru AMT janeweru1@gmail.com 

16.  Ms. Irene Karanja MuST irenekaranja@gmail.com 

17.  Mr. David Mathenge MuST dmathenge@gmail.com 

18.  Mr. Joseph Kimani MuST joskimani2004@yahoo.co.uk 

19.  Ms. Jane Wairutu MuST janewairutu@yahoo.com 

20.  Mr. Shadrack Mbaka AMT  

21.  Ms. Diana Mutheu Philip MuST  
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